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Lewis' high temperature fatigue laboratory has undergone significant changes
resulting in the addition of several new experimental capabilities. New materials
testing systems have been installed enabling research to be conducted in multiaxial
fatigue and deformation at high temperature, as well as cumulative creep-fatigue dam-
age wherein the relative failure-life levels are widely separated. A key component
of the new high-temperature fatigue and structures laboratory is a local, distributed
computer system whose hardware and software architecture emphasizes a high degree of
configurability, which in turn, enables the researcher to tailor a solution to the
experimental problem at hand.
AN EXPANDED LABORATORY
Significant expansion of the facility has occurred to accommodate the additions
in testing systems and computeff capabilities. The design convention of locating the
load frames in areas separate from the control system electronics, a convention in use
at Lewis for over 20 years (ref. 1), was followed, enabling separate environments to
be designed for the load frames and their control electronics, as well as the computer
system. Figure 1 describes the physical organization of the laboratory. The new
multiaxial test systems, together with the existing uniaxial test systems, are located
in the larger of the two testing areas. The second testing area houses the new
HCF/LCF test systems and is located separately to isolate the remaining areas from
noise produced by their operation. The centrally located control room houses the
control and measurement electronics and the new computer system (fig. 2). Figure 3
details a typical uniaxial test system control console. The control room uses an
elevated floor system, with all cables routed through a tray system. Both the humid-
ity and temperature are controlled, providing an optimum environment for the opera-
tional longevity of the control electronics and computer system.
NEW EXPERIMENTAL CAPABILITIES
Multiaxial Capability
In response to the need for better descriptions of material behavior under com-
plex states of stress, as seen, for example, in components used in aircraft gas tur-
bines, an experimental capability is being developed for studying material deformation
and fatigue behavior under multiaxial states of stress at elevated temperatures.
This capability consists of electromechanical servohydraulic materials test sys-
tems possessing both combined and independent axial and torsional loading abilities.
Loading capacities are 50 kips axial and 20 inch-kips torsional. Figure 4 is a func-
tional description of a typical (commercially available) system.
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The control system electronics consists of two independent channels of servo-
control for controlling the axial and torsional hydraulic actuators. Each system can
control any axial control variable (load, strain, or stroke) asynchronously or syn-
chronously with any torsional control variable (torque, torsional strain, or angular
displacement). Conditioned analog transducer signals appear on an oscilloscope, chart
recorders, or digital data displays. The data display units can be programmed to
perform a number of signal processing operations and together are able to simultane-
ously display four channels of data. These units are equipped with RS-232 serial
interfaces and can be used as computer-based data acquisition systems. Control sys-
tem programming is accomplished through digitally based waveform generators. Two of
the three systems use a generator able to produce phased sinusoidal and triangular
command waveforms. The third system uses two independent generators (different man-
ufacture), each able to produce arbitrary waveforms asynchronously as well as syn-
chronously through programmable phasing. These generators possess IEEE-488 instru-
mentation interfaces and can be used under computer control. All three test systems
are interfaced to individual satellite computer systems through a test machine inter-
face. The test machine interface contains analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and
discrete input-output devices to enable computer control of the test system control
electronics.
High-temperature capability is attained through the use of commercially availabl_
audiofrequency furnaces. These furnaces have a power output capability of 50 kW at
an operating frequency of 9.6 kHz. A commercially available PID controller is used
for closed-loop temperature control. It too, is connected to the test machine
interface.
Among the more difficult problems in multiaxial experimental work are specimen
gripping and strain measurement. We have chosen to use commercially available hydro-
collet grips because of their alignment characteristics and ease of use. Strain
measurement will be accomplished through the use of commercial high-temperature
extensometry as well as through the extensometry system developed by J.R. Ellis
(ref. 2). The latter system is designed for very-high-resolution strain measurement,
on the order of a few microstrain required for accurate identification of material
behavior at the yield, an ingredient in constitutive model development. It is worth
noting that the questions of gripping systems, extensometry, and specimen design are
intimately related, and usually cannot be pursued independently.
HCF/LCF Capabilities
In response to the technological need for better understanding of the fatigue
behavior of materials undergoing cumulative cyclic loadings, each having a quite dif-
ferent associated life level, a problem typified by gas-turbine blade service cycles,
an experimental capability is being developed for studying cumulative fatigue damage
accumulation.
This capability consists of being able to produce arbitrary load (or, alterna-
tively, deformation) histories corresponding to (separation) fatigue lives over the
range of 1/4 cycle to approximately 107 cycle, in wall clock times of less than i0
hr. This is achieved through the use of state-of-the-art servohydraulic materials
test systems designed to NASA specifications, for wide-bandwidth (with respect to
frequency and amplitude), load (deformation) history programming. Lewis has two such
systems, each able to produce rated capabilities at elevated temperatures typical of
turbine blade applications in gas-turbine aircraft engines. Figure 5 is a functional
description of a typical system. Load ratings are 22 kips over the frequency range
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of dc to 20 Hz, with a corresponding actuator piston displacement range of 0.04 in.,
and a load rating of 5 kips over the range of dc to 300 Hz, with a corresponding
actuator piston displacement range of 0.015 in. These were the design goals, with the
actual system performance exceeding these goals. During operational checkout, these
machines were able to produce significant actuator piston displacement to well over
I000 Hz.
To achieve these performance characteristics, a control system consisting of five
servoloops driving a unique three-servovalve, dual-faced actuator was developed. The
actuator assembly uses two nozzle-flapper valves ported to the larger of the two
actuator faces to control the low-frequency portions of a typical history program,
driven by one control loop. The high-frequency portion of the program waveform is
produced by a high performance voice-coil, slaved-spool servovalve, ported to the
smaller of the two actuator faces. This valve and its actuator interface provides
feedback signals of valve spool position and pressure difference across the smaller
piston faces, used in two of the four servoloops controlling the high-frequency
portion of the waveform. The remaining two servoloops use the high-frequency program
signal as command and the desired transducer signal for feedback. The net effect of
this assemblage is a uniaxial test system which has a linear response over a very wide
frequency range of operation.
Data measurement can be accomplished through the use of a storage oscilloscope,
a chart recorder, or the digitally based data display. This latter item is of the
same type as used in the multiaxial testing systems. Command waveform programming is
accomplished through the use of two digitally based arbitrary waveform generators, of
the type referred to earlier, in use for one of the multiaxial testing systems. They
are used in a somewhat different manner here, however, in that one generator provides
the low-frequency program, and the other, the high-frequency program. The units
possess ample synchronization, gate, and trigger lines and are connected to make use
of these capabilities. Each system is also connected to a machine interface unit and
to a unique satellite computer system.
High-temperature capability is obtained through the use of commercially available
radiofrequency induction furnaces, driven by conventional PID controllers for closed-
loop temperature control. These furnaces possess a 5-kW power output capability at
an operating frequency of 450 kHz. The controllers are connected to the test machine
interface and can be compute controlled as well.
Commercially available hydrocollet grips are being used for same reasons stated
earlier: alignment characteristics and ease of use. Extensometry is a major problem:
No known extens0meter system exists that is capable of being used at high temperatures
(to 2000 °F), with very wide frequency response. Currently, work is going on to
develop such a system, and in the interim commercially available high-temperature
extensometry is being used for the low-frequency work.
An interesting capability afforded by this system's design is the ability to
control, say, the low-frequency portion of a waveform program in load control, and the
high-frequency portion of the waveform program in strain control. Of course, the
waveform program must not require a physical behavior which cannot be achieved by the
material being tested; nonetheless, provided that the material physics is compatible,
such a control scenario is possible. A typical waveform which can be programmed and
executed with this arrangement is a low-frequency program consisting of a ramp from
zero to tension, in load control, holding for a specified period of time, then ramping
back to zero, and a high-frequency program consisting of a simple sinusoid with a mean
level, in strain control. In this case, the low-frequency generator is programmed to
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issue either a trigger or gate signal upon reaching the hold, and the high-frequency
generator is programmed either for a fixed number of output cycles or to output con-
tinuously only when gated. Such a program captures salient characteristics of
histories often seen by turbine blades.
COMPUTER CAPABILITIES
A significant enhancement to the laboratory's capabilities has been the addition
of a local, distributed digital computer system, intended to support all phases of
experimental research.
The architectural design goals shaping the hardware elements of the automation
effort included:
(I) Automating the operation of each materials testing system such that each
would be independent of another. This ensures that only one experiment would
be lost if a failure of any sort occurred.
(2) Establishing an environment for general non-real-time user; that is, data
reduction, plotting, report writing, program development, etc.
(3) Establishing a graceful means of allocating additional computing resources
as required.
These goals are conflicting: a com?uting system designed for real-time use will
generally not have the scheduling abilities and other resources to adequately support
a multiuser development environment. The architectural solution chosen was to dedi-
cate a set of computing resources to each materials test system, optimized for test
control: the hardware must interface with the analog and digital electronics of the
materials test system, and the software, comprising the operating system, must featur_
interrupt-driven multitasking and multiprogran_ning capabilities. Secondly, another
set of computing resources would be required for use as a development environment.
The hardware in this case should be chosen to support the needs of an operating systen
featuring multiuser, multiprogramming, multitasking capabilities. Finally, all sys-
tems should be interconnected in such a way that sharing of resources is possible
under real-time conditions. The solution implementation at Lewis is shown in fig-
ure 6. The laboratory computer system hardware architecture is composed of fourteen
16-bit computers, each dedicated, one system per materials testing system, and one
32-bit supemminicomputer. All 15 processors are connected through a high-speed
(direct memory access) multiprocessor communications system and will soon be connecte_
through serial RS-232 lines as well. Each of the 14 satellite computer systems is
equipped with 256 Kbytes of main memory, a hardware floating-point unit, a battery
backup unit, a disk system consisting of a 1.26-Mbyte diskette and a 5 Mbyte win-
chester hard disk unit, an IEEE-488 instrumentation interface, a multiprocessor
communications subsystem, and a test machine interface system containing analog-to-
digital, digital-to-analog, and discrete input-output interface devices. This latter
system is interfaced to the control and measurement electronics of each materials test
system. The 32-bit system, referred to as the host computer system, is equipped with
4 Mbytes of main memory, a hardware floating-point unit, a battery backup system, a
354-Mbyte winchester hard disk, a 800 or 1600-bit per-inch tape drive, an 800-bpi
streaming tape drive, a dual 1.26-Mbyte diskette drive (for media compatibility with
the satellite systems), a multiprocessoz communications subsystem, an IEEE-488
instrumentation interface, and a test machine interface system. CRT-based terminals
can be physically connected to any processor in the system, but soon will all be con-
nected to the host computer, with the capability of being able to establish logical
connections to any processor in the system. All printers and hard copy units are
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connected to the host computer, as well as a modem and broadband network interface,
enabling data communications between the laboratory system and remote personal-
computer-based graphics workstations. This last item also provides access to Lewis-
wide computing services, including class VI supercomputer resources.
The architectural design goals shaping the software elements of the laboratory
computer system included:
(I) Providing an efficient real-time operating system for use on the satellite
processors; such an operating system should support interr_/pt-driven multi-
programming, multitasking applications.
(2) Providing an efficient non-real-time operating system for use on the host
processing system to support multiuser, multiprogramming, multitasking
applications.
(3) Providing a strongly related user interface to both classes of systems; that
is, the user should not be unduly burdened with having to learn and efficiently
use two completely different operating system environments.
(4) Providing a base for applications development: This base should include the
editors, programming languages, source debuggers, etc., necessary for effi-
cient applications development, and it should be located on the host process-
ing system.
(5) Providing libraries of commonly used utility routines. The libraries avail-
able should include mathematical and statistical processing, as well as graph-
ing routines.
(6) Providing a means of storing, retrieving and manipulating the data acquired
from an experiment, as well as storing data obtained from the literature,
contracts, etc. This resource should be located on the host processing system.
The solution implementation satisfying (I), (2), and (3) consists of a real-time
operating system for use on the satellite processors, having interrupt driven, multi-
programming, multitasking capabilities. The operating system chosen for the host
processor has multiuser, multiprogramming, multitasking capabilities. A key feature
in the choice of both is that the system command language processors, the user inter-
faces to the operating system, are essentially identical; that is, file manipulation
commands, directory structures, etc., are virtually identical, pevmitting the user to
move between the two classes of computer systems with relative ease.
The solution implementation for element d is shown in figure 7. A comprehen-
sive set of development tools are present on the host processing system to support
application development. The choice in application programming language is wide; high
level languages include Ada, Pascal, Fortran-77, and BASIC. Pascal and Fortran-77
compilers producing both 16-bit and 32-bit code are available. The Ada compiler cur-
rently generates 32-bit code for use on the host processor only; a target generator
for the 16-bit satellites will be available in the very near future. Assemblers are
available for both the 16-bit and 32-bit machine environments. Facilities are avail-
able enabling modules to be developed in any of the above languages (except BASIC) to
be called from any language. This is a vendor dependent-capability, Ada being the
only language with explicitly defined facilities for including modules written in
languages other than Ada. Using this facility, the libraries for statistical, mathe-
matical, etc., use are available to a user under any language processor in the system.
Graphing routines and appropriate display devices will be available shortly.
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The last design element f will be implemented shortly and consists of a data-
base management system based on the relational model. The interface will be a struc-
tured query language (SQL). The system will reside on the host processing system.
Figure 8 describes the development cycle in use at NASA to build applications.
The user develops the sources with an editor and compiles with the appropriate com-
piler. The choice of which implementation of the language to use, 16- or 32-bit
native-code generation, is made here as well; faster execution of the compilation and
resultant application in the host environment will result if the native 32-bit version
is used. However, when the application is ready to be exported to the target satel-
lite system for execution, the sources must be recompiled with the 16-bit version.
Generally, the 16-bit implementation will be used for application development. Once
compiled, the resulting objects are linked for execution on the host to begin initial
testing. When the testing phase is completed, the user, if the 16-bit version of the
language processor was used, simply relinks the objects for execution on the target
satellite and exports the image. Otherwise, the sources are recompiled with the
16-bit version of the language processor and linked for execution on the target
satellite and exported. The user then tests the application on the satellite system
for subsequent usage. This last step is necessary since timing differences can't be
easily modeled in the host processing environment.
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